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It seems only fitting that wild mushrooms have names that would not seem out
of place in a Harry Potter novel - Amethyst Deceiver, Tawny Grisette and Fairy
Ring Champignon are just a few of the edible species available to those of us
daring enough to venture out in autumn, armed with a keen eye and a basket.
The season is brief and the bounty elusive, which makes the hunt for these fungi
so alluring, but of course it can be perilous. So how do you take the leap from
buying exotic varieties in a supermarket to picking your own and is it worth it?
• Nutritionally even cultivated
mushrooms are low calorie, fat-free,
cholesterol-free and very low in sodium,
yet they provide several valuable
nutrients and minerals such as Selenium,
Potassium and B vitamins.  However,
some wild varieties like Britain’s
Oyster mushroom also contain betaglucans, which are effective against
allergies and help to metabolise fat
and sugar. Certain species such as
Cordyceps Sinesis have long been used
in Chinese Medicine to fight cancer
and are now playing a vital part in the
development of modern medicine.
So wild mushroom offer many health
benefits but foragers have long known
that the true reward is in the eating.  
Prized varieties, such as the Morel, Cep
and Chanterelle, usually reserved for
posh restaurants, are now gracing the
home dinner table.  I talked to Britain’s
foremost mushroom expert Roger
Phillips about how to get started safely:
Top tips for mushrooming:

Morels in a basket – a basket brimming
with Morelus Esculenta (Morels)

• Start by joining an organised
foray if possible.

• Buy a small field guide and
a comprehensive reference
book with lots of pictures.
• Familiarise yourself with British tree
species as habitat is an important factor.
• Get the right equipment; a basket
allows the mushrooms to breathe not
sweat and a knife will allow you to cut
the fungi from their stems cleanly.
• Only pick fully formed mushrooms,
leave the very young and old specimens.
• Start by learning some of the
deadliest varieties (Death Cap, Panther
Cap, Deadly Webcap) and easy
edibles (Oyster, Hedgehog, Puffball).
• Always cross reference with two or
more books and get a second opinion.
If in any doubt, THROW IT AWAY!
• If you do decide to eat your
finds, try a small amount first
and keep a specimen aside.
• Never ask another mushroom
forager where their favourite spots
are, it’s considered very rude.
Remember not every foray produces a
full basket so the most important thing
is to enjoy being in nature and have fun.

